


Inami’s Digital Slit Lamps includes a SONY digital 
camera which takes crisp image, videos, embedded 
high quality sensor and a simple USB connection. 
L-0541 DC has a high speed data transfer(5Gbps) 
of the newest serial bus which assures a stable 
connection between the camera and your PC.
 

L-5110 is an accessory to Slit Lamp devices used 
for measuring ocular pressure. The applanation 
measuring cone measures the amount of force 
needed to temporarily flatten part of your cornea, 
to prevent risk of developing glaucoma. By turning 
the measurement drum to increase  the pressure on 
the eye until a continuous, uniform applanated 
surface 3.06 mm in diameter is obtained.  

INAMI’s slit lamps offers an optional
quality accessories such as a the 
L-5110 tonometers and the digital 
video camera which are designed  
to be mounted and combined with 
other manufacturers equipments. 
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Inami’s slit lamps are built with a 
precise, smooth and high quality 
optics and are assembled to a
optional sturdy and secured 
instrument table which features 
an adjustable height sequence 
designed for one or two optical 
device configurations.

Premium Work Station
Slit Lamp Tables (Optional)

Inami’s device table top stations are designed with a rugged 
construction and simplistic design. All table tops are assembled 
to the optional electric pole and stands, therefore it allows you 
peace of mind knowing all your instruments are secured on a 
stable and adjustable platform. 

Adjsutable & Secured
Table Tops / Electrical Stands 3x
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All operation microscopes features 
an optional beam splitter that can 
be easily assembled and it allows
you to attached many other Inami
optional accessories.

Video Camera Adaptor
C-Mount F=70mm

Microscopes Accessories

Beam Splitter
Devices

Assistant Binocular
Microscope

This optional video digital camera 
adapter is designed for a easy
and quick assembly access while 
adding the USB digital camera.

The optional high quality assistant  
binocular coaxial microscope offers
an apochromatic optics which allows
the observer to magnify and visualize 
the red flex with easy and control.

This ergonomic design microscope features an 
optional C mount system, beam splitter, assistant 
binocular microscope, and video USB camera. 

Inami microscopes offers an optional 
USB digital camera, with a unique 
software where you can store and 
create your own patient data base 
to capture high quality digital photos 
and videos. 

Digital Video Camera 

Included



Wherever you Go!
Microscope Carry-On Case

Inami’s portable operating 
microscopes, are securely 
contained in a high quality 
lockable carrying case with 
TSA lock system, vibration 
resistant casters that ensure 
durability, safe, and a smooth 
transportation while travelling.

Top & Side Handles

Corner Protector

Portable Microscope

Smooth Casters

TSA Lock System



All Inami’s microscopes are built with a 
solid heavy weight four leg base and a 
two locking fixed mechanism to ensure 
a firm and steady position. 

Four Leg Base
Mechanism

Inami’s portable microscopes are ergonomically 
design with a clamp mechanism for both table 
top or wall mount assembly, which allows the
surgeons to balance the microscope head 
horizontally, vertically, and laterally.

Clamp System
Wall & Table Mounting

(Optional)
Microscope

Support



Visual Tester
L-7040

Digital Adaptor
VL-Z8

For all your Ophthalmic Needs.
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Exophthalmometer
K-0161

Trial Frames
K-0391

K-0391 has a comfortable fit, smooth controls for 
precise and easy lifting. It permits to adjust the PD, 
axis of the lens, length  of the frame, position of the 
nose pad for a smooth measurement.

The K-0161 measures the extra orbital prominence 
of the eye and view range bar reading of 12-20mm 
of the anterior cornea surface through a simple 
alignment of twin prism, linear vertical  targets.

The L-7040 features a unique cross cylinder unit 
correcting lenses designed for subjective refractions 
to determing the correction data for anomalies and 
advanced binocular functions.

All  slit lamps are designed to incorporate optional 
accessories such as the beam splitter and  camera 
adaptor so that it can be attached with the  stylish 
Canon professional camera.

Diagnostics Instruments


